Unconventional Canvases (Part 5)
The unconventional canvases shown in this article challenge the conventional
usage of paper, panel or canvas and suggests that may be the traditional
media as we know it - is passé when it comes to creating art.
Today artists are using just about anything they can get their hands on to
display their work:
Artist who is using paper maps as canvas, artist who adorns string
instruments and uses them as canvases, artist who creates Landscapes and
portraits by using characters of a Typewriter.

Artist creates portraits using paper maps as his canvas
Ed Fairburn (b. 1989) is a British artist who graduated from Cardiff School
of Art and Design.
Fairburn uses paper maps as canvas for his works of art.
He repurposes old maps, transforming them into beautiful, highly-detailed
portraits by merging the topographic map lines into his portraits.

Fairburn spends hours studying the map before beginning his artistic
process. He then uses traditional materials such as pencil, ink or paint, to
slowly extract facial features from roads, rivers, and mountainous contours
creating his portraits.

Fairburn calls the process of his work “Topopointillism” and describes it as:
“A direct mix of topography and pointillism”.
Just like a pointillism painting, Fairburn’s portraits appear as an abstract
when looking up-close; but from afar, the viewer is able to see the human
face emerge from the topographic patterns.

Fairburn loves the way paper maps age and show their use over time.
In that respect, old maps are a very forgiving medium unlike a new crisp
white canvas.
Fairburn also has become a collector of maps, so he’ll often find what he is
looking for in his collection and he makes sure that he has his resources at
hand.

Over the years Fairburn collected maps from a number of places: charity
shops, old book stores as well as online.
The average time it takes to complete a portrait varies and depends on the
size and complexity of the map: from start to finish it might take from a
couple of days to a couple of months.

Fairburn has a few “work in progress” maps in his studio that he has been
working on and off for a few years now.
In some cases on a more focused work, he can complete the portrait within
a few sittings.

Ornate Ink Drawings Transform String Instruments into
Unconventional Storybooks

Leonardo Frigo is a London-based artist and violinist whose passion,
innovation, and innate creative talent have all earned him the reputation as
a celebrated visionary within the United Kingdom.
Before moving to London, Frigo received a degree in art restoration from
Università Internazionale dell'Arte in Venice, Italy.
While he studied the violin for five years he also experimented with various
ways of removing the varnish off the instrument and adorning the surface
underneath.

He found the right consistency of specialized India ink, which flows well from
his pen and remains black and durable.
Frigo’s meticulous artistic work can take him an average of three weeks of
drawing on each violin.
Once the illustrating is done, Frigo ensures the instruments' quality and
longevity by applying varnish and reattaching the strings.

Over the course of nearly a decade, Frigo has been actively painting string
instruments and creating exceptional works of one-of-a-kind art in the
process, with each violin tells its own story.
Leonardo Frigo proudly calls himself ‘The violin painter’.
In his own words, ‘Music is art, what better way to produce it on an
instrument, that is, in itself, a work of art?’

Frigo began to draw when he was fourteen years old.
In their detail and precision his art look like illustrated calligraphy.
He uses a fountain pen as his tool.

Frigo illustrate biographies and stories on musical instruments such as
violins and cellos; incorporating symbols, patterns and embedded text which
engage the audience with the instruments in a unique way.

His musical instruments weave a tale.
Last year he completed his first cello work, illustrating the entire biography
of composer Antonio Vivaldi.

One can almost read the meaning through the designs in these works, which
is exactly Frigo’s intention.
He explains, ‘My art’s objective is to graphically represent a story, an event
or a biography. I like to think that my musical instruments can be read like
book.’

Landscapes and portraits created by using characters of a
Typewriter

‘A Picture worth a thousand words’
Many of us consider typewriters a thing of the past, not British artist James
Cook who found a creative way to use this vintage technology.
He creates detailed landscapes and portraits by typing a careful assemblage
of letters, numbers, and punctuation marks onto sheets of paper.
Cook has spent six years honing his skills on old machines, producing over
100 detailed drawings.

Cook has collected almost 30 typewriters that range from mechanical
portable machines from the 1950’s to early electronic typewriters from the
70’s.
With some works he uses several typewriters to complete commissions for
album covers, celebrity portraits, as well as architectural illustrations.

Cook describes his take on his art:
“There is something fascinating about using the 43 keys of a typewriter and
using the various shapes of the punctuation, letters, and numbers to arrange
and configure onto a piece of paper to create a desired shape or type of
shading,”.

While most of his work is created indoors, he occasionally takes his portable
typewriters outside to produce art ‘en plein air’.
He has captured windmills, classical buildings, and even ships with his clever
assortment of characters.

The previous owners of Cook’s first typewriter, a 1956 ‘Oliver Courier’, were
an elderly couple looking to sell up their heap of antiques stored away in
their dusty bungalow attic.
With a couple of squirts of WD40, Cook was able to transform this clunky
writing device into a well-lubricated portrait-generating machine.

Cook lives in the UK, but he receives typewriter commissions from across
the world.
Without reservation, he will tackle any typewriter project that comes in his
direction; be it album covers, a book cover or portraits of pets to wedding
anniversary presents.

Unbounded by any challenge he faces, Cook looks to improve his typewriter
skills and expertise in shading with the “@” symbol.
Cook now owns 35 typewriters and has been able to share and sell his
artwork to musicians, actors and various public figures.

The scale of James Cook’s work ranges from the size of a postcard.
Larger drawings are constructed in section and hot-pressed together thereby
allowing for creations larger than the limitations of a typewriter’s traditional
paper-feed.

Each drawing can take anywhere between a week to a month to complete.
Despite this, James has somehow managed to accumulate a portfolio of
almost 100 pieces of work since his early experiments back in 2014.

Each drawing is assembled from a variety of characters, letters and
punctuation marks using the 44 keys of a typical typewriter. Information is
overlaid and the keys are tapped at variable pressures to achieve tonal
shading.

